Port of Rotterdam Authority

The objective of the Port of Rotterdam Authority is to enhance the port’s competitive position as a logistics hub and world-class industrial complex. Not only in terms of size, but also with regard to quality. The Port Authority is therefore leading the transition to sustainable energy and it is committed to digitalisation in order to make the port, and the supply chain, more efficient. The core tasks of the Port Authority are to develop, manage and exploit the port in a sustainable way and to deliver speedy and safe services for shipping.
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When it comes to realising offshore ambitions, the port of Rotterdam doesn’t see any limitations. The port of Rotterdam offers off-the-scale offshore opportunities. The largest port in Europe has the advantages of direct, 24/7 access to the North Sea without locks and tide restrictions, deep water (up to 30 meters), spacious port basins and dedicated offshore facilities. We are happy to facilitate the sector, in all sorts of ways. This includes creating new rooms for companies to accelerate their development - both onshore and offshore - providing a range of innovation facilities and working together in the area of branding and marketing. The port of Rotterdam range of options will only increase further in the years ahead.

Complete maritiims cluster

The port of Rotterdam offers a complete maritime cluster with a variety of shipyards, heavy lift terminals, warehouses, specialized service providers and industrial companies. This offshore cluster has all the knowledge and necessary infrastructure to deal with the largest, heaviest and most advanced offshore projects. Rotterdam is for instance home to Europe’s largest fleet of floating cranes and shipyards can accommodate all types of offshore projects. The biggest rig can be served in a 405 x 90 meters megadock. Most importantly, all companies are dedicated to provide their (offshore) customers with the best service possible. This enables Rotterdam the preferred base for the (de)mobilisation, conversion, storage, pre-assembly repair production and (de)commissioning of all kind of vessels and offshore units.

Top quality offshore facilities

The Offshore Facility Calandkanaal and Offshore Facility Allseas “P92” provide berths for offshore units measuring up to 385 meters and a maximum depth of 30 meters. The well-sheltered locations ensure that work can also continue under less favourable weather conditions in a risk-free, environment-friendly and safe manner. In addition, the facilities have deep water, ideal for underwater operations and inspections. At the rig parking lots at the Amalia harbour at Maasvlakte 2, all types of offshore rigs and platforms can be stacked at a sheltered location for awaiting new contracts and/or preparation for repair. (Demineralisation or modification services are available at several locations further within the port.

Offshore Center Rotterdam

The port of Rotterdam provides offshore-related companies the chance to be part of the state-of-the-art offshore cluster. The Port of Rotterdam Authority is currently realising Offshore Center Rotterdam. On site, a full range of protected and open spaces will accommodate all types of offshore projects. The biggest rig can be served in a 405 x 90 meters megadock. Most importantly, all companies are dedicated to provide their (offshore) customers with the best service possible. This enables Rotterdam the preferred base for the (de)mobilisation, conversion, storage, pre-assembly repair production and (de)commissioning of all kind of vessels and offshore units.

Maasvlakte 2: Test and demo location for offshore wind

Rotterdam is the ideal location for offshore innovations. Maasvlakte 2 in Rotterdam offers space for offshore testing and demo facilities. On land, in the air and on the water. Maasvlakte 2 is currently being used as a test location.

Rotterdam Offshore Community

Rotterdam is proud to be home of the largest concentration of offshore companies within the port area and in close vicinity. To stimulate the promotion and attractiveness of hundreds of these companies, the Offshore Community Rotterdam is set up.

The Offshore Community Rotterdam is meant for the companies in the offshore industry which are active or settled in the port of Rotterdam region. Being construction company, service provider or training institute, the region is a centre of knowledge, experience and innovation within the markets offshore wind, decommissioning and F&D.

The goal of the community is to strengthen each other’s business and to increase the attractiveness of the port area as a whole. The community presently has over 70 members and was formed in a joint effort of Rotterdam Port Promotion Council and Port of Rotterdam Authority.

OFFSHORE

WE SEE NO LIMITS TO YOUR AMBITION.

MAKE IT HAPPEN.
The port of Rotterdam offers a complete maritime cluster for all offshore-related activities. Thanks to 24/7 access to the North Sea without locks and tide restrictions, deep water, spacious port basins, dedicated offshore facilities and world-renowned companies specialized in the offshore industry, projects of any size or complexity can be handled here.